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Facts Behind Terror 

'Yippies' a cover for 
assassination capacity 
and terrorism wave 

The offices of the National Democratic Policy Commit
tee in New York issued the following statement on the 
detonation of an explosive device outside New York City 
premises of the promarijuana Yippie organization. 

"According to multiple news and other reports re
ceived by our offices March 17, an explosive device was 
detonated outside New York premises reportedly occu
pied by the pro terrorist, promarijuana sect known as the 
Yippies. 

"According to reports now widespread, the Yippies 
are alleging that the detonation is suspected to have been 
effected by persons associated with Lyndon H. La
Rouche, Jr., a former pre-candidate for the 1980 U.S. 
presidential nomination of the Democratic Party, and 
presently Advisory Committee chairman of the National 
Democratic Policy Committee. 

"There is overwhelming circumstantial evidence that 
this detonation is most probably part of the preparatory 
measures being deployed by persons intending attempted 
assassination of Lyndon H. LaRouche. 

"The Security Intelligence section of Executive Intel
ligen,ce Review has compiled the following and other 
relevant facts of assistance from other leading specialists 
in antiterrorist and related personnel security matters. 

"Fact: Since the period of the August 1980 Demo
cratic Party National Convention in New York City, the 
Yippies organization has been co-deployed in threats of 
violence against LaRouche in company with such groups 
as the Communist Workers Party, and other elements 
coordinated by persons associated with attorney Roy M. 
Cohn. These elements include the New York City weekly 
rag Our Town and Our Town contributor Dennis King. 
There has been a de facto incitement of elements of the 
Jewish Defense League by agents of Our Town who are 
clients of Roy M. Cohn and by former Socialist Party of 
American Reagan-hater Irwin Sual!. 

"Fact: During the recent period of general heating
up of preparations for urban riots and other .terrorist-
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linked violence in many parts of the United States, there 
has been a focus of inciting elements of the Jewish 
Defense League and Yippies into a public posture of 
inciting and threatening attacks against LaRouche. 

"Fact: The Yippies are avowed drug-users, capable 
of violence, but regarded as too mentally disturbed 
through drug-related brain damage to conduct any so
phisticated operations independently. However, they 
provide an obvious and expendable cover for any would
be assassins who wish to deploy the Yippies as a scape
goat cover for a sophisticated operation run behind such 
a public-relations diversionary screen." 

"Fact: It is the best information received from various 
intelligence and security sources of several nations that 
circles desiring LaRouche's assassination have hesitated 
to follow through earlier threats to murder LaRouche 
for reasons of estimated countervailing political advan
tage. It has been the estimate of expert sources regularly 
consulted on this matter that new efforts to effect La
Rouche's assassination would be postponed until La
Rouche threatened to break out of the environment of 
libel-centered containment directed against his influence. 
At this moment, LaRouche is breaking out of that 
containment in a most significant degree. 

"Therefore, the only visible significant purpose 
served by an atrocity of the sort reported to have oc
curred outside the Yippies' premises is to create the 
conditions useful for making the Yippies a diversionary 
smokescreen for assassination attempts against La
Rouche effected by other, less brain-damaged assailants. 

"Furthermore, this occurs at a time when LaRouche's 
increasing influence indicates increased danger of an 
assassination threat against him, but also at a time when 
all the indicators of imminent terrorist and urban riot 
violence are rising rapidly. 

. "It is stressed that forces ()f the Socialist International 
projected a two-phase operation against the Reagan 
administration at the close of 1980. According to leading 
spokesmen for Willy Brandt's Socialist International, 
Phase I of the destabilization of President Reagan's 
administration would be pressuring President Reagan to 
'Tbatcherize' himself by capitulating to Paul A. Volck
er's destruction of the U.S. economy through usury. 
According to the same and related sources, Phase II of 
the destabilization operation would be fomenting of 
social disturbances inside the United States under con
ditions of growing unrest caused by a duped President 
Reagan's 'Thatcherization' of the U.S. economy. 

"Phase I of the projected destabilization of the Rea
gan administration is well underway. There are signs that 
Phase II is about to begin. Under Phase II conditions of 
terrorist attacks and urban rioting, various cases of 
politically motivated individual homicides, such as at
tempted assassination of LaRouche, would tend to be 
merely one more of a variety of atrocities." 
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